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Abstract. Two-dimension gel electrophoresis (2-DE) is a proteomic technique
that allows the analysis of protein profiles expressed in a given cell, tissue or
biological system at a given time. The 2-DE images depict protein as spots of
various intensities and sizes. Due to the presence of noise, the inhomogeneous
background, and the overlap between the spots in 2-DE image, the protein spot
detection is not a straightforward process. In this paper, we present an improved
protein spot detection approach, which is based on Laplacian of Gaussian
algorithm, and we extract the regional maxima by morphological grayscale
reconstruction algorithm, which can reduce the impact of noisy and background
in spot detection. Experiments on real 2-DE images show that the proposed
approach is more reliable, precise and less sensitive to noise than the traditional
Laplacian of Gaussian algorithm and it offers a good performance in our gel
image analysis software.
Keywords: Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, Spot detection, Laplacian of
Gaussian, Morphological grayscale reconstruction
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Introduction

Proteomic research deals with the systematic analysis of protein profiles expressed in
a given cell, tissue or biological system at a given time. In this field, two-dimensional
gel electrophoresis (2-DE) is a well-established and widely used technique to separate
proteins extracted from sample for identification and analysis of differential
expression, according to their isoelectric points and molecular weight [1]. The result
of that process is many dark spots on the gel, and each spot represents a protein or a
group of proteins.
The two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2-DE) images show the expression levels
of several hundreds of proteins where each protein is represented as a spot of grey
level values [2]. In order to extract protein spots, image processing techniques can
help us to analyze proteins further. Each spot can be characterized by its location and
other information, such as area, volume, intensity, etc. Due to the presence of noise,
the inhomogeneous background, and the overlap between the spots in 2-DE image,
the protein spot detection is not a straightforward process.
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A variety of software packages have been developed for protein spot detection [3].
Many of these packages implement image segmentation methods based on edge
detection algorithms such as Laplacian filtering, in conjunction with smoothing
operators. However, if a 2-DE image contains artifacts and noise, such as cracks in
the gel surface, fingerprints, dust and other pollutions, they will lead to spurious spot
detection [4]. The watershed transformation algorithm has also been a popular choice
for 2-DE image segmentation [3] [5]. State of the art approaches to spot detection by
image segmentation include geometric algorithms [6], parametric spot models [3] and
the pixel value collection method [2] [7].
In this article, we introduce an improved protein spot detection approach that is
based on Laplacian of Gaussian algorithm, in conjunction with morphological
grayscale reconstruction to extract the regional maxima in 2-DE images. The
proposed approach extracts the regional maxima of the Gaussian-smoothed gel image
by morphological grayscale reconstruction algorithm [8], and uses the second
derivative (laplacian) and direction of the gaussian-smoothed gel image as well as
neighborhood connectivity properties in determining spot extents. Relative to the
traditional Laplacian of Gaussian algorithm, our approach can reduce the impact of
noise and avoid the spurious spot detection by using morphological grayscale
reconstruction algorithm to restrict regional maxima, and the results are more reliable
and precise. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
spot detection approach which has been applying in our soft, Section 3 presents the
experimental results, and Section 4 presents conclusions and the future work.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Original Image, (b) Inverted Image
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Algorithm

In the following description it is assumed that the original image shows in Fig. 1a is
inverted, that is, the image background is dark, and the spots appear as light peaks
rising from the background in Fig. 1b. The proposed approach to protein spot
detection consists of the following steps:
a) Smooth the original gel image;
b) Extract the regional maxima of the smoothed image by grayscale reconstruction
algorithm;
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c) Compute the Laplacian of the smoothed image and define central core regions
where the Laplacian pixels are negative in both x and y directions;
d) Extract all of spot regions;
e) Estimate background density and normalize the valid spot quantifications.
2.1

Image smoothing operations

During the detection process, the gel images are normally very noisy, so we must
implement smoothing filter to reduce high frequency noise in 2-DE image at first. If
the image is not sufficiently smoothed, it will find the edges of the spots incorrectly
and generate spurious regional maxima. In the proposed approach, we use a Gaussian
low-pass filter with a window (e.g. 3x3, 5x5, 7x7, etc) to smooth the inverted image.
2.2

Regional maxima extraction

Grayscale reconstruction is a very useful operator provided by mathematical
morphology. The regional maxima and minima are important features of images; they
often represent the corresponding image goal: the regional maxima correspond to the
light goal, and the region minima correspond to the dark goal. Grayscale
reconstruction turns out to provide a very efficient method to extract regional maxima
and minima from grayscale images. Furthermore, the technique extends to the
determination of “maximal structures” called h-domes [8]. The h-dome transformation
is illustrated on Fig. 2. The h-dome transformation extracts light structures without
involving any size or shape criterion. The only parameter (h) is related to the height of
these structures. This characteristic is of interest for complex segmentation problems.
The h-dome image Dh(I) of the h-domes of a grayscale image I is given by
Dh(I)=I-RIδ(I-H) .

(1)

δ

where RI (I-H) is the dilated reconstruction of I from I-h.

Fig. 2. Determination of the h-domes of grayscale image I.

In the proposed approach, we can execute h-dome transformation to extract light
maximal structures of the smoothed image. It can restrain all maxima, the depth of
which are less than or equal to the parameter (h), and reduce the impact of noisy in
spot detection.
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Image Laplacian operations

2-DE images show the expression levels of several hundreds of proteins where each
protein is represented as a spot of grey level values. Under optimal density within the
area of the spot appears as a monotonically increasing function as illustrated in Fig.
3a. The Laplacian or second derivative of this function is shown in Fig. 3b. We define
the central core region of negative values for digital approximations to both partial
second derivatives, with respect to x and y directions, as the central core region. The
region on the outside of the central core is propagated until it reaches the extent of the
positive peaks of the side lobes. This propagated central core region, computed in two
dimensions, is then effectively used as a mask for quantitating that spot [5]. This is
the reason we want to use the Laplacian for helping to analyze the image.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Cross section of the ideal spot, (b) Laplacian of this ideal spot cross section.

After acquired the smoothed image, it is used when computing the digital
approximation of the Laplacian of this image. We store the Laplacian direction and
magnitude values in two additional images. All laplacian direction image pixels are
set to 1, if the Laplacian values are negative in both x and y, otherwise they are set to
0. This directional image defines the initial central core regions of a gel. The central
core regions are propagated to adjacent pixels until they reach the maximum value of
the Laplacian magnitude image. These final regions are called the propagated central
core region and, after some corrections, define the extent of the spot to be quantitated.
The next step describes the extraction of each spot region in the proposed approach.
2.4

Spot region extraction

After the image laplacian operations, the next step is to extract all of the spot regions
in sequential raster search of the central core image. The central core regions are
propagated to adjacent pixels until they reach the maximum value of the Laplacian
magnitude image. These final regions are called the propagated central core region
and, after some minor corrections, define the extent of the spot to be quantitated. The
steps in finding the final propagated central core for the current spot are enumerated
as follows. This algorithm is iterated for each spot as it traverses down the image in a
raster pattern.
Step1. Find the central core for the current spot in the Laplacian direction image,
where the central core regions are set to 1 and the other set to 0. Given a new spot
pixel to find all (x, y) pairs that are 4-neighbor connected to this spot with central core
pixel, and save this pairs in a list.
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Step2. If the central core size is less than the threshold which is the minimum of
central core size, then delete the spot, and set that region to 0 in the central core
image.
Step3. There are situations where some spots are merged into single spots. If the
central core size is greater than the threshold which is the minimum to split, then try
to split the spot into several spots.
Step4. Try to find saturated spots, if the (max Density of the spot)/ (max Density in
the image) is greater than percent threshold of the darkest pixel, then try to fill holes
in the saturated spot with central core pixels.
Step5. Remove concavities which with 0 values between central core pixels with
central core value in the current central core spot.
Step6. Remove interior central core pixels to speed up the subsequent steps and
obtain the edge of the central core. This is useful for segmenting very large spots
when using very high pixel resolution.
Step7. Propagate the central core to a propagated central core by looking for the
maxima away from the center of the spot in all directions. This propagation is
terminated by various conditions including running into another spot, noise, etc. If the
image is not adequately smoothed, this step will not work very well.
Step8. Optimize the propagated central core region. We can fill holes in the
propagated central core such that central pixels with 0 values are filled with
propagated central core value.
Step9. Delete the spurious propagated central core. If the propagated central core
region does not contain a regional maximum, so it is a spurious propagated central
core, and we could delete it.
Step10. Finally, compute the spot features using data from the original image and
save the features for this spot in a list of all spots. The spot features include density
weighted centroid, standard deviation and covariance spot size, density, area and
volume.
2.5

Background density estimation and spot quantification

After all spots are initially segmented, it then performs background correction and
normalization on the quantifications. If the background appears relatively uniform, we
have hound subtracting global minimum intensity for the gel works sufficiently well.
However, the background appears to be spatially varying, we use a smoothing low
pass filter to estimate the background [9]. First a rest of image is computed as the
original image less the segmented spots with the spots having density value 0. Then
the filter is computed over the entire image by moving an averaging window (e.g.
32x32) over the image in a raster, 1 pixel at a time where the mean density is
computing in the averaging window at each point not including the 0 values. This
background image is used to estimate the background for each spot and correct the
spot density.
To normalize, we divide each spot intensity on a given gel by the mean spot
intensity for that gel, and save the spot features in a list, including location, area,
volume, normalized intensity, etc. The researchers can use these spot features to do
next analysis, such as spot matching.
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Experimental Results

In this section, the results for detection the protein spots in a gel image by those
methods mentioned in Section 2 are presented. In our approach, we firstly inverted the
original image, that is, the image background is dark, and the spots appear as light
peaks rising from the background.
We smoothed the inverted image by Gaussian low-pass filter, if the image is not
sufficiently smoothed, it will find the edges of the spots incorrectly and generate
spurious regional maxima. Fig. 4a shows the regional maxima labeled by red color.
Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c show the Laplacian magnitude image and the directional image
which defines the initial central core regions of a gel. The central core regions are
propagated to adjacent pixels until they reach the maximum value of the Laplacian
magnitude image. These final regions are called the propagated central core region
and, after some minor corrections, we can get the optimized propagated central core
region in Fig. 4d, is then effectively used as a mask for quantitating that spot, and the
background image in Fig. 4e. Finally, we can get the final result as Fig. 4f, described
the spot contour by red color.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 4. The process of the protein spots detection with the improved Laplacian of Gaussian
approach: (a) regional maxima on original image, (b) central core regions, (c) laplacian
magnitude image, (d) final propagated central core regions that are optimized, (e) background
image, (f) final result.

As shown in Fig. 4f, we detected 374 protein spots, almost protein spots can be
detected and their contours are very clear based on the proposed approach. Fig. 5
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shows the result of the Laplacian of Gaussian algorithm，which detected 506 protein
spots without morphological grayscale reconstruction algorithm to restrict regional
maxima, however, affected by the stripe noise and artifacts, some of them are the
spurious spots. On the other hand, the proposed approach is less sensitive to noisy.

Fig. 5. The final result of traditional Laplacian of Gaussian algorithm
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Conclusions

We present an improved protein spot detection approach which can effective detects
and quantifies the protein spots in 2-DE images. The spot detection approach applies
morphological grayscale reconstruction algorithm to restrict regional maxima, and the
Laplacian of Gaussian algorithm to detect spot regions. The 2-DE image often
contains artifacts and noise, and they will lead to spurious spot detection. The
morphological grayscale reconstruction algorithm can restrict those spurious regional
maxima very well, and reduce the impact of noisy in spot detection. The experimental
results show that the proposed approach is more reliable, precise and less sensitive to
noise than the traditional Laplacian of Gaussian algorithm and it offers a good
performance in our gel image analysis software.
Future works include further experimentation, optimization and parallelization of
the proposed approach, and its integration in a complete user-friendly software
application. Also variation of the proposed approach will be used to detect all spots in
heavily polluted 2-DE images.
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